flashcove™
PUNCTURE-PROOF
REINFORCED BASES

proudly made in the USA

Most Sustainable Product Award
Envire® Rubber Sheet with FlashCove™

FlashCove™ from ROPPE. Prefabricated Bases Inc.
Proven. Flooring. Experiences.
When hygiene matters, FlashCove™ is the only based guaranteed to perform. FlashCove™ Prefabricated Bases arrive on site with a bonded aluminum reinforcing backer that strengthens the weakest part of the base. Where site-formed bases are prone to punctures during maintenance and use, thus compromising hygiene, FlashCove™ Bases are guaranteed to stay puncture-proof for life.

FlashCove™ can also be used with Roppe Cove Cap Accessory profiles.

* Stainless "Chiklet" Cap*

- Bonded Puncture Proof Aluminum Reinforcement
- Envire® Rubber Sheet

Two Standard Sizes:
- 3” Floor x 4” Wall x 10’ Lengths
- 3” Floor x 6” Wall x 10’ Lengths

Special Order Wall Heights:
4” min. - 12” max.  
(100 mm min. - 300 mm max.)

Special Order Floor Widths:
3” min. - 12” max.  
(75 mm min. - 300 mm max.)
Perfect for new installs, retrofits and repairs.

**Fastest, tightest installation for unmatchable fit and finish.**

The tighter radius of a FlashCove™ Prefabricated Base allows for no gaps at standard door frames and corners. Just cut and install – alleviate wasted time trying to fill the unhygienic gaps that may occur with site-formed bases.

**Easiest maintenance for greatest hygiene**

The tighter radius also allows cleaning equipment to get closer to the wall and clean more thoroughly without risk of damaging or puncturing the base.

**The only puncture-proof base with a lifetime warranty.**

FlashCove™ Prefabricated Bases are guaranteed to be immune to the failures that plague site-formed bases – movement of equipment, maintenance machines and point loads, such as chairs.

Envire® is available in the following colors for use with FlashCove™:

- S100 black
- S108 charcoal
- S195 burnt umber
- S174 smoke
- S623 nutmeg
- S191 camel
- S184 almond
- S639 beigewood
- S122 natural
- S663 aged fern
- S648 pear green
- S646 gecko
- S649 sweet basil
- S662 envy
- S118 peacock
- S139 deep navy
- S627 mariner
- S618 aubergine
- S664 blue jay
- S656 bluebell
- S654 lagoon
- S638 cadet
- S655 peaceful blue
- S627 merlin
- S659 grape
- S186 red
- S137 cinnabar
- S617 terracotta
- S660 citrus
- S644 sunbeam
- S642 jonquil
- S161 snow

Rubber welding beads available in coordinating colors.

**With the introduction of FlashCove™ – partnered with our Envire® Rubber Sheet product and our Excelsior™ line of floor prep, installation and maintenance items – Roppe can now offer a complete system and a confidence in each installation that is unmatched in the industry.**

Envire® Rubber Sheet and Tile combines the sleek beauty of sheet flooring with a palette created to bring design versatility into your space creating an environment that is unique and timeless.

**Made in the U.S.A.**

Proudly made domestically, Envire® Rubber Sheet and Tile is more readily available and stimulates local economies verses competitive products that require long lead-times and additional costs for extensive freight.
Envire® Installation & Maintenance

Envire® Rubber Sheet and Tile is easy to install and maintain using our Excelsior™ Products. Our standard adhesive recommendations for Envire® remain the same when FlashCove™ is on the project. Visit roppe.com for the most current information and data sheets.

Stainless Steel “Chiklet” Cove Cap and “Chiklet” Preformed External Corner

Finish and protect the top edge of resilient cove base flooring material with the “Chiklet” Cove Cap and Preformed External Corner. Crafted out of stainless steel, the cove cap offers excellent edge protection against mechanical stresses in institutional/commercial applications.

Features
> Smooth non-porous edges
> Round top profile for a clean, safe finish
> Resistant to corrosion and stains
> Easy to maintain
> Recyclable stainless steel

Cove Cap:
“Chiklet” stainless steel available in 8 lineal foot lengths

Preformed External Corner:
“Chiklet” stainless steel available with 6” return

Material and Finish:
Stainless Steel – Type 304
Industry Standard Brushed Finish #4
24 gauge, nominal .024” +/- .0015
Round top profile

FlashCove™ Installation:
The cap is pre-drilled and continuously perforated for installation using your choice of either adhesive or mechanical fasteners.